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Facebook plans to integrate How to create landing pages
that convert
WhatsApp, Instagram,
Facebook Messenger

New connected products
demonstrate how CPG
brands are evolving

Facebook’s year of
apologies (to marketers)

CEO Mark Zuckerberg's messaging

Landing pages can make or break your

Big CPG brands are increasingly looking like

Ten notable times Facebook said -- or,

unification plan could have significant

digital marketing.

tech companies as they seek to disrupt

should have said -- "We're sorry" to

implications for advertisers. He is

If you’re looking to gather leads for your

their own businesses.

marketers and advertisers in 2018...

making it a priority this year to integrate

business, you need to have a landing-page

WhatsApp, Instagram and Facebook

strategy. Like every other marketing

The last demonstration of this was a

would be the understatement of the year.

Messenger, according to a New York

tactic, this can be done well or it can be

significant one: for the first time ever, CPG

The company has faced a barrage of

Times report published on Friday.

done poorly. To see the greatest return on

giant Procter & Gamble (P&G) exhibited at

criticism for its mishandling of user data and

Sources told the New York Times that

their investment, businesses need to build

CES, which has historically been a favorite

unsecured platforms. This month, the New

Facebook wants to, “Build the best

effective landing pages, then test and

launching pad for tech and consumer

York Times reported it gave Apple,

messaging experiences we can; and

optimize them to maximize conversion

electronics companies.

Microsoft, Amazon and other companies

people want messaging to be fast,

rates.

To say Facebook has had a tumultuous 2018

“far greater” access to user data than what

simple, reliable and private.”
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2019 mobile marketing
predictions from industry
veterans

Four useful social
marketing tools you might
not have tried

How Audi UK reinvented
itself as a premium digital
brand

12 examples of digital
technology in retail stores

When was the last time you talked about

According to Chiefmartech, the number of

In many respects, the automotive industry

Brick and mortar stores have to work

electricity? Probably about as frequently

global martech solutions has risen from

is quite a traditional one, particularly when

hard to compete with each other, and

as you wonder about the future of

just 150 to 6,800 in the period from 2011 to

it comes to its digital presence and how its

with online shopping, and one way of

electricity (i.e., never).

2018. A significant percentage of this is

products – cars – are presented digitally.

doing this is to use technology to create
a great in-store experience.

related to social media marketing
That’s because we’ve just come to expect

specifically, with tools ranging from

But with fewer and fewer consumers

Technology can be used in various ways:

that a) electricity is ubiquitous and b)

campaign optimisation to influencer

visiting car dealerships in person, instead

for experiential purposes, to appeal to

there haven’t been a ton of innovations in

management. For social media bods, it can

opting to interact with automotive

mobile users, increase convenience for

the electricity space over the last 10 to 15

be hard to know what’s worth investing in

companies online, brands are beginning to

shoppers, or to promote a retailer’s

years (okay, maybe wireless charging, but

(and what’s not). With this in mind, here’s

realize that a change is needed in the way

online presence.

that’s about it). As we head into 2019,

a run-down of a few of the best social

that they approach digital strategy. Audi is

Here are 12 of the most innovative

doesn’t talking about mobile feel a little

media and customer relationship tools,

one of those brands. In October 2017, Audi

examples of in-store tech from the past

bit the same as talking about electricity?

along with their benefits.

UK revolutionized its approach to digital...

few years.
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